A novel flow-suppression technique using tailored RF pulses.
The pulsatile nature of blood flow makes zipper-like artifacts along the coding direction in the two-dimensional Fourier transform NMR image. So far, spatial presaturation, one of the correction methods, is known to be effective in eliminating flow artifacts when the Fourier spin echo acquisition is employed. However, this method requires an additional RF pulse and a spoiling gradient for presaturation. Described in this paper is a new flow suppression technique, based on spin dephasing, using a set of tailored RF pulses. The proposed method does not require additional saturation RF pulses or spoiling gradient pulses, making it advantageous over other methods. In addition, the method is relatively robust to flow velocity. The proposed technique is equivalent to the existing flow saturation technique except that the elimination of the flow component is achieved by a pair of tailored 90-180 degrees RF pulses in the spin echo sequence. The principle of the proposed method is the creation of a linear phase gradient within the slice along the slice selection direction for the moving material by use of two opposing quadratic phase RF pulses, i.e., 90 degrees and 180 degrees RF pulses with opposing quadratic phase distributions. That is to say, all the spins of the moving materials along the slice selection direction become dephased. Therefore, no observable signal is generated. Computer simulations and experimental results obtained using a 2.0-T whole-body imaging system on both a phantom and a human volunteer are also presented.